SPECIAL SCHOOLS UNDER THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.
IV.?For the Blind.
Although blind children were the first of the defective classes to be dealt with by the School i Board for London in special schools, it is a curious fact that at the present time the schools for the blind are behind the others in methpd and progress. Reference has already been made to the system in force, namely, that blind children are being taught by blind teachers, who have only young sighted monitors to assist them. This does not appear to be at all a satisfactory condition of things, though we would not for a moment be supposed to detract from the excellence of the individualj|teachers, some of whom are first rate as far as, with such a defect, it is possible for them to be. It is the system that appears to us to be radically wrong, and it is to be hoped that the recent appointment of four sighted teachers is the beginning of a better state of things. There appear ,to be more openings for boys than for girls among the blind. For the former, basket and mat weaving, in all their various and highly-skilled branches, absorb the larger number of the adult blind; piano tuning, organ, playing, and musical careers generally are possible; and* there seems to be no reason whatever why women should' not be trained as piano tuners as well as men. Indeed, on mentioning this to the head of a well-known institution for the blind, we were assured that it was only the certainty ofdemand that was wanted. As things are, blind women canearn a poor living by knitting, light weaving (real mat andbasket making is very heavy work), but the number of' trades they are at present taught seems to be singularly limited.
It is worth while to notice that in Japan, massage was until recently entirely in the hands of blind people; and of 1,000 persons thus engaged in Yokohama to-day only 100? are sighted.
